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Suicide Resistant TV Enclosures.

ProEnc have over 5 years specifically manufacturing suicide resistant TV enclosures and are
the preferred choice of the leading architects who advise mental health facilities on
comfort and patient room design.
Our ligature resistant TV housings has been tested and passes all the tests needed to
protect patients in psychiatric facilities, it is free from joints that can have material jammed
into them. Its fully welded, again to prevent material being jammed into the joints and
used as a ligature point. The advantage of a welded solution, is that the integral strength is
around 79% more than a bolted construction, you do not have to assemble anything, a
ProEnc suicide resistant TV enclosure is ready to go straight out the box, it even comes with
a sophisticated cooling system.
When these suicide resistant TV enclosures are being installed, they are normally fitted at
eye level in patient rooms, so they do have to be secure, checking out other items on the
market, we and several architects are concerned, as these manufacturers are passing off
products that do not pass the basic requirements for being installed in psychiatric units.
Check out the picture below.
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Not an anti ligature product below!

No one installs a TV in a psychiatric facility this high!

This looks as the customer has to assemble it and this illustration shows bolt heads on the outside
of the front face, another ligature issue!
Remember it is the facilities legal responsibility to use the correct product for the application in
any psychiatric facility, this is why ProEnc are the leaders in manufacturing and providing suicide
resistant TV enclosures to psychiatric mental health facilities as well as penal facilities across the
world. Check out our latest offers on page 3.
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If you have a cheaper price for a like for like product, we will even better that price
– GUARANTEED!
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